
Internship/graduation project Applied Psychology at Inversable

This is an example of an internship assignment that was done at Inverable in the past. We would 
love to discuss relevant opportunities and possibilities when you get in touch with us.

Are you a student of Applied Psychology specialized in Behavior and Technology? Are you 
looking for a challenging internship or graduation project? Than we might be the right fit for 
you. Inversable has an exciting assignment for the ICT product Voorstroom. Inversable is a young 
and fast growing IT company with an enthusiastic team. We are located in Deventer, where we 
spend every day building innovative IT products that have an impact on society. Voorstroom is 
one of these products. It’s a tool that allows local energy cooperations to better organize 
themselves and manage local, communal and sustainable energy projects like a solar park. Visit 
voorstroom.nl for more information (this site is in Dutch).

These energy cooperations are usually ran by volunteers. We want to better support them in 
their tasks. That’s why we are curious what issues they run into when using Voorstroom, how 
we can help them better understand and use the product and how we can involve them more in 
new developments.

When you get started at Voorstroom, you will have first have to get a good understanding of the 
product and its users, so you know what you’re dealing with. Then you will get to work on the 
questions mentioned above. We will make sure you get in touch with several users. During an 
internship, the focus will be on working along with us. Although we do always appreciate a 
proactive attitude and new ideas. During a graduation project, the focus will be on executing 
independent research or product development. Of course you can count on guidance from our 
side.

Many students have interned or graduated at Inversable, because we like working together with 
students. We offer a lot of freedom to shape your internship or graduation project so it suits 
you best and will guide you through it. We really want you to be able to learn something and 
that your contribution will be valuable to our team. Students will receive a compensation of 
€300 a month. Are you interested? Please get in touch with erwin@voorstroom.nl
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